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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 851: Young Lord Returning 

Although Long Teng had not been to the Chaotic Devil Sea before, hearing Ye Yuan’s simple description, 

he knew that place definitely had a large group of murderous and wicked villains. 

That kind of place, experts were probably in abundance. 

Experts that were able to survive there, their strengths should definitely be incomparably formidable. 

Even those Great Holy Lands’ geniuses might not be stronger than them. 

As for such a place, there were definitely a large group of Dao Profound Realm experts too. That went 

even more without saying. 

Even those Phaseless Realm martial artists might not be people that Ye Yuan could easily cross realms to 

battle with. 

The White Valiant Region was just one of the Divine Realm’s most remote regions. The martial artists 

here, their strengths were not very strong. But in the Chaotic Devil Sea, that kind of place could be said 

to be a place where countless Divine Realm powerhouses gathered. 

The two could not be mentioned in the same breath at all. 

Therefore, Long Teng’s concern was not utterly unjustifiable. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and said, “If I can’t even handle a Chaotic Devil Sea, my great vengeance don’t need 

to be avenged anymore either. Senior, rest assured. A mere Chaotic Devil Sea, I, Ye Yuan, still won’t 

place in my sights. Senior’s injuries can’t be delayed. Only by going to the Chaotic Devil Sea can it be 

treated!” 

Long Teng’s expression became slightly austere as he said, “Just what does the Chaotic Devil Sea have 

that you insist on going?” 

“Skandha Divine Stone!” 

Ye Yuan nonchalantly uttered three words but made Long Teng’s expression change drastically. 

“What did you say? That Chaotic Devil Sea actually has Skandha Divine Stones?” 

“That’s right. What I know at present, in the Divine Realm, only the Chaotic Devil Sea has Skandha Divine 

Stones. Only Skandha Divine Stones can aid senior to consolidate your foundation and nurture your 

essence, to recover to your peak condition,” Ye Yuan said. 

Skandha Divine Stone was a type of extremely rare wondrous item. It had extremely great nourishing 

effects towards divine souls, primordial spirits, artifact spirits, these types of existences. 

Since Long Teng was an artifact spirit, Ye Yuan had no way of refining medicinal pills for him at all. Only 

the Skandha Divine Stone, which was a kind of heaven and earth wonder, could treat his injuries. 
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Long Teng gave Ye Yuan a glance with a complicated expression, but he shook his head and said, “This 

place that produces Skandha Divine Stones is probably exceedingly dangerous, right? With your current 

strength, it’s likely too dangerous. And I already don’t have strength left to spare to control the Vast 

Heaven Pagoda one more time again!” 

Ye Yuan just smiled when he heard and said, “Senior just have to care about recuperating in this place. 

Other things, leave them to me.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan’s mind stirred, and he exited the Vast Heaven Pagoda directly. 

Watching Ye Yuan’s departing back view, Long Teng was slightly dazed. Only after a long time did he 

scold with a smile, “Stinking brat!” 

Although Ye Yuan inherited the Vast Heaven Pagoda, for such a long time, he had always been testing Ye 

Yuan’s character. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan actually did not truly obtain much help after acquiring the Vast Heaven Pagoda for a 

long time. 

Without his, this artifact spirit’s, approval, Ye Yuan could not even find this secret space. 

But this time, Ye Yuan entering the boneyard without a single backward glance, wanting to slay 

Fiendgod Jia Lan, finally made Long Teng thoroughly accept Ye Yuan. 

… 

This recent period of time, an extremely major incident happened in the White Valiant Region. 

The Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s Holy Lord, Tu You, actually gained a new lease on life. After secluding 

for 10 months, he miraculously broke through to Second Level Dao Profound! 

This incident shocked the entire White Valiant Region. 

The Crimson Afterglow Holy Land was filled with exultation from top to bottom. The depressing air 

amassed these few years was instantly swept clean! 

The other six Holy Lands’ Holy Lords all issued greeting cards to the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, 

wanting to come to the White Valiant Region to express felicitations to Tu You. 

Helpless, Tu You could only organize a grand ceremony to welcome guests from all over. 

“Holy Lord, the six Holy Lands’ Holy Lords are all already waiting in the great hall,” Chen Qin entered and 

said. 

Tu You darted Chen Qin a glance and said, “Sigh, you also know that my lucky breakthrough this time 

was all thanks to Ye Yuan. Now that Ye Yuan’s life and death is uncertain, we’re hosting some grand 

ceremony in Crimson Afterglow. I can’t get past this psychological hurdle!” 

Chen Qin said helplessly, “This is also something that can’t be helped. Holy Lord breaking through to the 

Second Level Dao Profound this time, not only does your strength reign supreme in the White Valiant 

Region, but your longevity also increased several hundred years out of thin air. Although the six Great 

Holy Lands’ Holy Lords didn’t say it explicitly, for them to come personally to congratulate, they are 



already expressing their intent to submit. If we don’t accept it, it will instead cause everybody to panic. 

As for Ye Yuan, this subordinate also wishes for him to come back safe and sound soon. But his matters 

are evidently already not what we can poke our noses into.” 

“Be that as it may, I keep feeling like I owe Ye Yuan too much in my heart,” Tu You said with a sigh. 

“Talking about owing, it’s not a matter of just Holy Lord alone. The entire Crimson Afterglow all owe him 

far too much,” Chen Qin said helplessly. 

That Divine King powerhouse said before when giving Tu You the medicinal pill, he owed Ye Yuan a 

favor. 

To be able to make this kind of existence owe a favor, Ye Yuan’s background was definitely not small. 

Therefore, the entire Crimson Afterglow Holy Land was actually very embarrassed right now, especially 

Tu You. He felt like he owed Ye Yuan too much, but he had no way of repaying Ye Yuan anything. 

Especially now that a year had passed, and there was no news about Ye Yuan. This made Tu You feel 

even more fearful and in suspense. 

“Say, do you think Ye Yuan can come back or not?” Tu You said. 

Chen Qin could not help choking up, nodding his head, then shaking his head again. But in the end, he 

did not know what he should say. 

According to the way Wu Siyuan said it, Ye Yuan was injured extremely severely at that time. Now, there 

was already no news for an entire year. The likelihood of survival was probably already very low. 

In the end, Tu You gave a long sigh, but he still went out toward the great hall. 

In the great hall, the Crimson Afterglow organized a grand celebration. The White Valiant Region’s major 

and minor forces practically all gathered at the Crimson Afterglow, all here to express congratulations to 

Tu You. 

“Congratulations, Holy Lord Tu. Soaring to the skies in one bound this time seriously made people 

endlessly shocked!” 

“Holy Lord Tu is indeed a prodigious talent. In the future, our Cloud Watchtower Holy Land will listen 

only to the Crimson Afterglow’s orders!” 

“The Crimson Afterglow is well-deserving of being a veteran Holy Land with deep foundations! Holy Lord 

Tu breaking through to the Second Level Dao Profound this time, you have got to take care of us in the 

future!” 

The ones talking were all Holy Lords. 

These Holy Lords had always been contending in secret between themselves to see who could be the 

first to break through to the Second Level Dao Profound Realm. 

And among them, Tu You’s age was the oldest. His hope was naturally the bleakest as well. 



These few years, it had always been widely rumored that Tu You entered closed-seclusion, wanting to 

breakthrough to Second Level Dao Profound, but he had never succeeded. 

Not only the Crimson Afterglow’s own people doubted Tu You, but even these Holy Lords were also very 

suspicious about Tu You’s situation too. 

If not for Tu You’s age being the oldest and his strength being the strongest too, they would probably 

have made a move long ago to probe. 

But now, they never would have thought that among the seven Holy Lords, it was actually Tu You who 

was the first to break through to the Second Level Dao Profound Realm! 

In front of people, Tu You naturally would not display dispirited emotions. He immediately said coolly, 

“Everybody doesn’t have to be courteous. The White Valiant Region is everyone’s White Valiant Region, 

not my, Tu You’s, personal White Valiant Region. Our White Valiant Region belongs to the bottom-of-

the-barrel existences in the Divine Realm. Everybody should support each other all the more so, like 

birds of a feather …” 

When making polite and insincere comments, Tu You did not even blink his eyes. 

But right at this time, someone shouted at the top of voice outside the door, “Young Lord came back! Y-

Young Lord Ye has returned!” 

Tu You’s expression changed, and his face immediately revealed a look of wild elation as he vanished 

from inside the great hall with a whoosh. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 852: Double Happiness 

On the Crimson Afterglow streets, a group of people clustered around a young man, all incredibly 

excited. 

“Young Lord, it’s great that you’re alright! You have no idea, we were all worried sick about you in this 

one year!” 

“Yeah, Young Lord. Elder Wu came back and said that your situation was very bad. We were all worried 

to death. You’re the hope of our Crimson Afterglow’s future, nothing must happen!” 

“Yii, Young Lord, you, you, you ... broke through to the Heaven Enlightenment Realm already?” 

One could tell that these young men truly took Ye Yuan to be like an idol. They were very worried about 

him this period of time. 

Although the time Ye Yuan became the Young Lord was not long, his series of methods still brought 

everyone into submission. 

Even Wu Siyuan yielded, let alone the rest. 

Furthermore, Soul Martial Divine King, Zhong Zizhen’s appearance the previous time made Ye Yuan’s 

prestige in the youngsters’ hearts rise to an impossible height even more. 

To have relations with such a terrifying existence, this Young Lord was truly remarkable! 
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Tu You gaining a new lease on life and breaking through to the Second Level Dao Profound Realm, 

people coming from all around to pay respects, these were all intricately linked to Young Lord Ye Yuan. 

If there were no Ye Yuan, those six holy lords would probably not be here to pay respects but sending 

out an army to attack instead. 

But when they discovered that Ye Yuan actually broke through to the Heaven Enlightenment Realm, 

each and every one of them was so astonished that they could not close their mouths. 

Didn’t Wu Siyuan say that Ye Yuan was badly wounded and that his life was in critical danger? Why did 

he directly break through to the Heaven Enlightenment Realm after a year of not appearing in public? 

Reality seemed to be entirely different from Elder Wu’s version of things. 

Ye Yuan saw through everyone’s doubts, but said smilingly, “What Elder Wu said was right, when he left, 

I was indeed on the verge of dying. But later, I obtained some good fortune. Not only did my injuries 

recover fully, I even broke through cultivation realms consecutively.” 

Wu Siyuan was at loggerheads with Ye Yuan, this was something that was known to all in the Crimson 

Afterglow. These youngsters having doubts, that was within reason. 

In reality, Wu Siyuan also suffered considerable skepticism in this one year. 

They did not know what happened in the boneyard. There were even people who suspected whether or 

not Wu Siyuan struck a vicious blow against Young Lord. 

But the Holy Lord did not seem to look into this matter excessively. 

In this one year, Wu Siyuan had constantly lived in the seclusion of his own home and rarely came out. 

He himself withstood tremendous pressure too. 

If not for Wang Zan supporting Wu Siyuan fervently, probably even Tu You would not believe Wu Siyuan 

either. 

Thanks to Ye Yuan, Wang Zan also returned alive this time. And this Wang Zan was First Elder Chen Qin’s 

trusted confidant. 

“Ye Yuan! You ... It’s great that you came back!” 

A figure flashed, Tu You revealed his figure, his appearance extremely agitated. 

Ye Yuan returning safe and sound, a huge rock in his heart finally landed on the ground. 

Seeing Tu You appear, the others all gave a bow, then withdrew in succession. 

The Crimson Afterglow’s people all understood why Tu You would be so agitated. 

Ye Yuan smiled as he cupped his fists and said, “Congratulations to Holy Lord for breaking through to 

Second Level Dao Profound!” 

Those youngsters chiming into the conversation, Ye Yuan also figured out what was going on in the 

Crimson Afterglow today. 



For Tu You to be able to break through to the Second Level Dao Profound Realm indicated that Zhong 

Zizhen already came by before. 

Tu You was originally peak First Level Dao Profound. Except, he had always been stuck at this bottleneck 

and was unable to break through. 

In proportion to the difficulty of refining, the Nine-Yang Spring Restoring Pill’s medicinal effects were 

extremely strong too. Tu You breaking through to Second Level Dao Profound was within Ye Yuan’s 

expectations. 

It was just that Ye Yuan did not expect that he would actually be gone for a year’s time. 

“What’s there to congratulate about? Any greater joyous occasion can’t match up to your safe return 

too!” 

Tu You went up agitatedly to pull Ye Yuan into his arms, rather like old friends who had not met for 

many years. 

At this time, the other Holy Lords also followed outside. Seeing this scene, they could not help clicking 

their tongues in amazement. 

The relationship between the Holy Lord and the Young Lord can be said to be a relationship of a master 

and an apprentice as well. But there would never be a Holy Lord with such an attitude towards the 

young lord. 

The Sheng Jun following behind the Cloud Watchtower Holy Lord was rather understanding towards this 

scene. 

He had witnessed before Ye Yuan’s methods underground. He was certain that even if these Holy Lords 

were present, they absolutely could not do it to Ye Yuan’s sort of extent either. 

Furthermore, hearing the news of Tu You breaking through to the Second Level Dao Profound Realm, 

Sheng Jun’s first reaction was that it had something to do with Ye Yuan! 

This was just a kind of intuition. Sheng Jun could not say why either. Tu You had always been 

announcing that he was in seclusion to assault the Second Level Dao Profound these few years, but he 

had never succeeded all along. 

Now, Ye Yuan just became the young lord and Tu You successfully broke through. This was a bit too 

coincidental as well. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “What’s Holy Lord saying? You’re the backbone of the Crimson Afterglow. 

Now that you broke through to the Second Level Dao Profound, the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land has at 

least several hundred years of glory. This is the first-rate joyous occasion for our Crimson Afterglow!” 

Ye Yuan’s position in Tu You’s heart was long not what a Young Lord could be summarized with. 

But today’s protagonist was Tu You. Ye Yuan obviously would not be a gate-crasher and usurp the host’s 

place. Furthermore, he was going to leave soon after. Coming back this time was primarily still for the 

sake of saying goodbye, but he did not expect to just happen to run into the grand celebration. 



“Haha, this Emperor has too many things I wish to tell you! Let’s have a good chat later! There are many 

guests present today, so let’s not neglect them,” Tu You said. 

Tu You naturally had a belly full of words he wanted to say to Ye Yuan. But these words were not 

appropriate to say explicitly in front of people, so he could only hold it in as well. 

When those Holy Lords saw Tu You’s joyful appearance, each and every one of their expression turned 

dim. 

Entering the boneyard this time, six out of the seven Great Holy Lands’ Young Lords perished all at once. 

Only Sheng Jun alone returned. This threw their hearts into turmoil. 

To be able to become the Young Lord, each one of them depended on numerous resources of the Holy 

land. The Holy Lords definitely also expended painstaking effort. 

Losing it all at once, it was hard for them to avoid feeling downcast in their hearts. 

It was just that they never thought that after a time interval of a year, Ye Yuan actually survived 

miraculously. It touched their sore spot all of a sudden. 

“Gentlemen, today, my Crimson Afterglow is blessed with two joyous events at the same time. This 

Emperor is very happy. Everybody, come into the great hall! Ee won’t return without getting drunk!” Tu 

You said heroically. 

Seeing Ye Yuan return safe and sound, he was too happy in his heart. As for his current behavior, it was 

very different from how he usually acted. 

These Holy Lords were all shrewd and astute and naturally perceived something different. Regarding this 

Crimson Afterglow’s newly ascended Young Lord, they all cast over curious looks. 

When he was passing by Sheng Jun, Sheng Jun also said with a cheerful look, “Brother Ye being able to 

return safely, this Sheng is glad from the bottom of my heart! I just didn’t expect that Brother Ye 

profited from a misfortune this time and actually broke through to the Heaven Enlightenment Realm.” 

When Sheng Jun saw Ye Yuan, he was incomparably shocked in his heart too. 

Having his divine soul minced by Fiendgod Jia Lan, not only did Ye Yuan’s injuries recover fully, he even 

broke through a major cultivation realm in a year’s time. This was simply something inconceivable. 

Ye Yuan gave Sheng Jun a glance with a profound meaning and said smilingly, “Time waits for no man, 

Brother Sheng got to buck up too. Perhaps someday when the Divine Realm gets thrown into chaos, I 

still have to rely on Brother Sheng’s strength!” 

Sheng Jun’s heart went cold, immediately feeling greater pressure. 

The might of the fiendgod was already deeply imprinted in his mind. If Fiendgod Jia Lan really could 

recover to his pinnacle strength, that would truly be a great calamity to the Divine Realm! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 853: Send-Off 

“What?! You ... You want to go to the Chaotic Devil Sea?” 
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After the great celebration, Tu You dragged Ye Yuan into a hidden chamber without delay to carry out a 

conversation. 

But the words Ye Yuan’s threw out gave Tu You a fright. 

“Yes. I have important things and must make a trip to the Chaotic Devil Sea!” Ye Yuan nodded and said. 

“But ... But ...” 

Ye Yuan suddenly mentioning that he wanted to leave thoroughly threw Tu You’s tempo into confusion. 

He actually did not know what to say for a moment. 

Only after thinking for a long time, did Tu You say, “Then ... will you still be coming back?” 

At present, Tu You was already aware that the Crimson Afterglow, this temple, was too small, and 

simply could not accommodate Ye Yuan, a great deity. 

It was just that Tu You never expected that this day would actually arrive so quickly. 

Ye Yuan was naturally aware of Tu You’s concerns and said smilingly, “Rest assured, Holy Lord. No 

matter where I go, I’ll always be the Crimson Afterglow’s Young Lord. But I probably can’t make it back 

for a short while.” 

This sentence represented Ye Yuan’s promise to Tu You. 

When Ye Yuan soared in the future, he would absolutely pull the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land along. 

It was just that right now, Ye Yuan was unable to stay in the Crimson Afterglow anymore. Ye Yuan was 

carrying too many things on his shoulders. He had more things to do. 

A measly little Crimson Afterglow was not his stage. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Tu You’s expression became complicated. He finally gave a sigh and said, “Ever 

since that Lord appeared, I knew that you’d leave sooner or later one day. But didn’t expect that it was 

so soon. Since your mind is made up, I won’t hold you back anymore. This life of mine was given by you. 

If you have any needs, feel free to speak.” 

“That’s not right, Holy Lord. The Crimson Afterglow’s foundation, the Desolate Ancient Drip Essence 

Pool, was ruined by me. Ye Yuan is seized with fear! Just a measly little Nine-Yang Spring Restoring Pill, 

Holy Lord don’t have to worry about it,” Ye Yuan said. 

The value of the primeval dragon bone was far above that of the Nine-Yang Spring Restoring Pill. Its 

significance to Ye Yuan was absolutely not what a Nine-Yang Spring Restoring Pill could compare to 

either. 

If not for so, how could Ye Yuan possibly utilize such a huge favor to make the Soul Martial Divine King of 

the Ten Great Divine Kings, Zhong Zizhen, take action to refine this Nine-Yang Spring Restoring Pill? 

Ye Yuan could feel that Tu You was truly planning on grooming him as the successor, so he had quite a 

favorable impression towards Crimson Afterglow as well. 



But Tu You shook his head and said, “The Desolate Ancient Drip Essence Pool’s significance was actually 

already not great to Crimson Afterglow. Otherwise, we wouldn’t have kept on going downhill too. 

Forefather, that sort of peerless genius, is not so easy to show up. You being able to walk to the seventh 

level of the Desolate Ancient Drip Essence Pool was already a miracle to the Crimson Afterglow.” 

The Desolate Ancient Drip Essence Pool was good, but not everybody could walk to the seventh level 

region. 

Except that this time, the Crimson Afterglow really produced several fine saplings. Especially Ye Yuan, he 

actually walked to the final level. This was already a tie with Forefather’s record. 

If there were no accidents, Ye Yuan breaking through to the Divine King Realm was no issue at all! 

One had to know that the forefather was an existence comparable to the Ten Great Divine Kings. His 

strength was unfathomable. 

Furthermore, no matter which aspect one looked at, Ye Yuan’s talent was heaven-defyingly scary. His 

future accomplishments might not be lower than Forefather’s. 

“Oh, right, with that guy’s temperament, seeing that I’m not in the Crimson Afterglow, he shouldn’t take 

the initiative to make an appearance. How did you detect that fellow’s existence?” Ye Yuan suddenly 

thought of something and asked. 

Tu You’s heart was slightly apprehensive. Ye Yuan’s tone when talking was very casual like he was old 

friends with that Lord. 

Tu You was shrewd with age and could naturally tell that Ye Yuan was not putting on an appearance. But 

this involuntarily made him become even more curious, just what kind of person was Ye Yuan, to 

actually be able to become friends with that kind of existence? 

A person who was able to think nothing of Vastsun City, no matter how one racked their heads, he was 

not an ordinary Divine King powerhouse either. 

Seeing Ye Yuan inquire, Tu You naturally would not hide it either, giving a recount of the situation that 

happened that day. 

Ye Yuan frowned hard when he heard that. He did not think that there was still such a thing in-between 

this. 

This was really an accident arising from many causes. Otherwise, when he returned now, the Crimson 

Afterglow would probably be a wasteland already. Thinking about it, he was filled with lingering fear 

after the event too. 

Ye Yuan really did not expect that Zhou Yan actually refused to give up on his evil designs, and he even 

came to the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land. 

Looks like not teaching him a bit of lesson, this fellow would really go from bad to worse! 

Ye Yuan’s expression was as dark as water. A terrifying aura emitted very naturally. 



Tu You could not help being slightly startled when he saw the situation. Ye Yuan was clearly only Heaven 

Enlightenment Realm, but he actually gave rise to feelings of dread towards Ye Yuan’s aura. 

“Looks like after coming out from the Chaotic Devil Sea, I’ll have to drop by Vastsun City!” Ye Yuan said 

in a solemn voice. 

Tu You was speechless when he heard that. Vastsun City was a Rank One Holy Land with deep 

foundations. Just the Divine King powerhouses were quite a few. 

Even if Ye Yuan’s talent was shocking and he was already a Phaseless Realm martial artist after coming 

out of the Chaotic Devil Sea, it was not possible to deal with a Vastsun City too, right? 

But thinking about how Ye Yuan knew that Lord, Tu You let go of his worries too. 

As long as he called that Lord, presumably Vastsun City would really not dare to act rashly without 

careful consideration, right? 

... 

The next day morning, in front of Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s large-scale transmission array, came a 

dozen over figures. They were all here to send Ye Yuan off. 

“Brother Ye, I didn’t expect that you’ll be leaving right after you came back. This Sheng was still planning 

on finding you to enjoy a cup of wine and have a nice chat. Seems like there’s no opportunity. The 

Chaotic Devil Sea is different from the White Valiant Region. Brother Ye got to be careful everywhere,” 

Sheng Jun clasped his hands and said. 

Ye Yuan smiled as he said, “Rest assured, Brother Sheng, this Ye is naturally aware. Brother Sheng 

understands the righteousness of a cause. In the future, your accomplishments are bound to be 

limitless. This White Valiant Region is too small. If there’s a chance, best to go out and walk around 

more.” 

Entering the boneyard this time, Sheng Jun’s performance made Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up. 

The human race had an enormous population but was in a state of disunity. People with courage and 

were worthy like Sheng Jun were really not many. 

Now that the Divine Realm’s undercurrents were surging and Fiendgod Jia Lan came into being, it was 

precisely a period of trouble. People like Sheng Jun, naturally the more the merrier. 

Sheng Jun smiled and said, “Brother Ye has the same thought as this Sheng. Even if Brother Ye didn’t 

say, this Sheng plans to go out and walk around sometime soon too.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and fished out a small bottle, and threw it to Sheng Jun as he said, “This is a 

Dharma Word Pill that this Ye refined yesterday night. I believe it will be of some help to Brother 

Sheng.” 

Sheng Jun’s entire body trembled as he received the Dharma Word Pill in Ye Yuan’s hand in disbelief. 



“This ... This is really a Dharma Word Pill? This Sheng has long heard before of the name of Dharma 

Word Pill, but nobody in the White Valiant Region is able to refine this pill. Didn’t expect that Brother Ye 

actually has such capability!” Sheng Jun marveled. 

Dharma Word Pill was a medicinal pill that helped Heaven Enlightenment Realm medicinal pills 

breakthrough to Phaseless Realm. Although it was a Tier 7 medicinal pill, it was extremely hard to refine. 

Even that Cloud Watchtower Holy Land’s Alchemy Venerable powerhouses could not refine it at all 

either. 

Sheng Jun was unable to imagine that Ye Yuan actually only used a night’s time to refine a Dharma Word 

Pill. 

Regarding Ye Yuan’s martial strength, Sheng Jun had a clear understanding long ago. But he did not think 

that Ye Yuan actually still had such heaven-defying attainments in alchemy. 

“Huhu, Dharma Word Pill isn’t considered some incredible medicinal pill. It’s not hard for this Ye to 

refine. Alright, thanks so much for coming to send me off, everyone. Let’s meet again if fate wills it!” Ye 

Yuan said with a smile. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 854: Super Transmission Array 

Yi Sea City was the Dinghe Region’s Rank Four Holy Land, and Yi Sea City was a subordinate force of 

Dawn Heavenly Palace, one of the Eight Great Super Holy Lands. 

Yi Sea City was very prosperous because in the nearby several major regions, only Yi Sea City had a super 

long-distance transmission array. 

In the Divine Realm, wanting to cross several major regions to go on a journey, one must pass through a 

super long-distance transmission array. 

Martial artists likely required several years, even several decades to complete the journey if they relied 

solely on one’s own strength to fly. 

Of course, if one’s strength reached the Divine King Realm, that was something else entirely. 

“Boy, stop looking! The super transmission array is spoiled. Want to hop onto the transmission array, go 

queue up and register over there!” 

A Ninth Level Heaven Enlightenment city guard berated and did not have any respect towards this young 

man in front of him at all. 

And the target he was berating was precisely Ye Yuan who came far away from the White Valiant 

Region. 

The fees required for constructing a super transmission array was an astronomical figure. Places like the 

White Valiant Region did not have the ability to build a super transmission array at all. 

Therefore, for Ye Yuan to want to go to the Chaotic Devil Sea, he had to pass through a place with a 

super transmission array. 
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Yi Sea City’s super transmission array led to a large city in the proximity of the Chaotic Devil Sea. Hence, 

Ye Yuan came to Yi Sea City. 

Not only did constructing a super transmission array need to cost a huge sum of resources, it even 

required a coalition of several Tier 9 Array Emperors before it could be completed. 

Yi Sea City naturally did not have this ability. This transmission array was assisted by the Dawn Heavenly 

Palace to build for Yi Sea City in order to strengthen the control over the nearby several major regions. 

But when Ye Yuan made it to Yi Sea City, the transmission array was spoiled coincidentally. 

What made Ye Yuan depressed was that now, there was already a large group of martial artists held up 

in Yi Sea City. Even if the transmission array were fixed, if Ye Yuan queued up according to the protocol, 

it would need a month’s time before he could leave as well. 

After all, a super transmission array like this, the essence crystals it needed to expend each time was a 

rather terrifying figure. 

This transmission array could only activate once every three days. Each time it activated, it could only 

transport 300 people. 

Ye Yuan familiarized himself with it earlier. Right now, there were already several thousand people 

registered. He probably could not leave Yi Sea City for a few months. 

Currently, the surrounding of the transmission array was already sealed off. Far-away, some Array 

Masters could be seen currently carrying out repairs inside. 

“This brother, I wonder when this super transmission array can be fixed?” Ye Yuan secretly stuffed a bag 

of earth essence crystals to that city guard and asked. 

The city guard darted Ye Yuan a glance with a profound meaning. Clearly, he did not think that this 

young man was actually so adept. Only then did his expression ease up considerably. 

Taking the money, that city guard naturally answered every question: “Maybe 10 days, maybe a year. 

How can I be certain about this? Repairing this super transmission array requires a Tier 9 Array Emperor 

to personally take action. Our Yi Sea City doesn’t have a Tier 9 Array Emperor. Right now, City Lord His 

Excellency already ordered people to go to Dawn Heavenly Palace to invite a Tier 9 Array Emperor. But 

the Tier 9 Array Emperor is in great demand. Whether he comes or not, what time he comes, it’s all 

uncertain.” 

This … This was awkward! 

Ye Yuan was very worried about Long Teng’s situation and was not willing to delay even a second. 

Therefore, he departed on the journey on the second day after he returned to Crimson Afterglow. 

He did not expect that although he did not delay at Crimson Afterglow, he was held up in this Yi Sea City. 

“Like this huh, I wonder how this transmission array spoiled?” Ye Yuan asked curiously. 

Upon mentioning this, that city guard immediately flared up and said, “Don’t talk about it! That heaven-

damned fellow! Turns out that he was hunted down by the Dawn Heavenly Palace’s elders until here. It 



was also a coincidence when that fellow arrived here, our transmission array was in a state of activating. 

That guy killed quite a few people upon making a move and even wrecked the grand array.” 

One could tell that when this city guard mentioned that person, a look of fear showed in his eyes. 

Clearly, that person’s strength was extremely formidable. 

When Ye Yuan heard, he was shocked inwardly too. An existence who could be chased down by the 

Dawn Heavenly Palace was probably not a good guy. 

Furthermore, one could tell that from destroying the grand array, that fellow was definitely a ruthless 

character. 

Damaging the grand array from the interior, one could be swept into a turbulent spatial flow at any 

time. This was going for broke. 

Ye Yuan mused for a moment and said to that city guard, “This one knows about array formations a 

little. Why not let me lend a hand and try helping out?” 

The city guard was stunned and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “Forget it! Even though our Yi Sea 

City doesn’t have a Tier 9 Array Emperor, we have some Tier 8 Array Masters! You take a look at those 

people inside, they are all master-class figures! What help can you, a little brat, offer?” 

Ye Yuan stuffed another bag of earth essence crystals to him and said with a smile, “Big Brother, 

Younger Brother has been interested in formations since young. You look, there are so many masters 

inside. Younger Brother also just wish to go in and learn. You look, their age isn’t young anymore either. 

I can always come in handy for some manual labor, right?” 

Looking at that bag of earth essence crystals, the city guard was clearly somewhat hesitant already. 

Thinking about it, he said, “How about this, I’ll go and speak for you. But whether they use you or not 

isn’t something that I can decide! But this thing …” 

His meaning was very clear, regardless whether it was a success or failure, this bag of earth essence 

crystals was his. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Don’t worry, Big Brother, whether it works or not, since Younger Brother 

took this thing out, I’ve never thought about taking it back. Big Brother has a hard job here too. Taking it 

to drink a bit of alcohol to get over your fatigue is also good.” 

That city guard said with a hearty laugh, “Boy, you’re very sensible! I like you! You wait here. I heard that 

the transmission array was damaged very badly this time. Master Wu they all are really lacking 

manpower.” 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said, “Then I’ll have to trouble Big Brother.” 

Ye Yuan smuggling inside was naturally not in order to learn. He wanted to fix the grand array. 

Rather than waiting for that whatever array emperor to come, it was not as fast as getting to work 

himself. 



The super transmission array was not one grand array, but combined together from many major and 

minor array formations; very complicated. 

Among these had Tier 9 array formations, Tier 8 too, and even Tier 7 array formations. 

Those Array Masters inside right now were all repairing array formations under Tier 9. Tier 9 array 

formations, naturally only Array Emperors understood. 

However, these array formations was not a difficult thing to Ye Yuan. Hence, that was why he came 

forward of his own accord to offer his services, saying that he wanted to go in and learn. 

When Ye Yuan looked over at this time, that Master Wu was currently utterly exhausted from overwork. 

Managing the restoration of such a grand array was clearly somewhat forceful to him. 

Ye Yuan saw the city guard went up to exchange a couple of words with him, then turned back. 

Seeing Ye Yuan, the city guard smiled and said, “You, boy, are lucky. Master Wu just happen to be 

lacking manpower and asks you to hurry over. But Master Wu said, if you go over and cause trouble, 

he’ll slap you to death with one palm! Don’t blame me for not warning you. Master Wu’s temper is very 

bad. You have to be careful.” 

Regarding this result, it was not out of Ye Yuan’s expectations. Super transmission arrays were very 

complicated. To Tier 8 Array Masters, it was indeed a little forceful. 

He swept a glance earlier and knew that inside was really lacking manpower. So with people delivering 

themselves to the gate, they should not refuse. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Don’t worry, Big Brother. Don’t look at how Younger Brother is young, my 

foundations are still very solid. I won’t make a mess.” 
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“En, good that it’s solid. If it isn’t solid and you annoy Master Wu, the one courting death is yourself too. 

Alright, come with me then,” the city guard said coolly. 

Regarding Ye Yuan’s life or death, he could not be bothered. As long as there was money to earn, it was 

fine. 

The two people were just about to turn around and leave when suddenly, a clear and melodious voice 

stopped them from behind, “Hey, hey, two Big Brothers, are you guys lacking people who know array 

formations here?” 

Turning around to take a look, turns out that it was a beautiful lady wearing a flaming red fur dress. 

This lady seemed to be even a little younger than Ye Yuan’s age. But her strength could not be 

underestimated. It actually reached Ninth Level Heaven Enlightenment already. 

The girlie looked very pretty. That city guard was still thinking of flying off the handle, but the moment 

he saw her, he immediately put out the fire. 

“Uh … You know array formations too?” The city guard asked. 
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The girlie nodded her head like a chicken pecking for rice and said with a wide beam, “I know, I know! 

Don’t look at how I’m young, I’m a true-blue Tier 7 Array Master!” 

The city guard sized this girlie up and down a bit, his gaze filled with disbelief. 

“Huh? You don’t believe? I’ll display a move for you to see!” 

The girlie seemed to have suffered some stimulation, casually lay down a miniature array formation. Her 

technique actually flowed smoothly and naturally. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up. This girlie looked like she came from a family with profound teachings. Just this 

move was even stronger compared to quite a few Tier 8 Array Masters. 

The city guard’s eyes turned intent, and he nodded and said, “Alright, you come too!” 

The girlie looked at Ye Yuan with a smug smile and followed along as well. 

“Master Wu, these two …” 

The city guard had yet to finish talking when he was interrupted by Master Wu, “You two each set up a 

miniature Tier 5 array formation for me. If you can’t set it up, get lost right now for me!” 

Master Wu was clearly very impatient. There were even people coming up to seek guidance from him 

every now and time and were given a good dressing down by him. 

Looks like he indeed had a hot temper. 

That girl’s lips pursed and she said disdainfully, “Tch, isn’t it just a Tier 5 array formation? Watch 

carefully!” 

As she said, the girlie imitated what was done before, and only used around ten breaths of time to finish 

laying down a Tier 5 array formation. 

Master Wu was overjoyed the moment he saw and repeatedly praised, “Good, good, good! A fine 

Mystic Crystal Dipper Formation! You, lassie, do indeed have some Dao attainments. You can stay! You 

follow me in a while, I’ll tell you what to do.” 

When experts made their move, the genuine and the fake would become clear at a glance. 

Although the lass looked young, her technique was extremely skillful. To be able to set up a Tier 5 array 

formation within ten breaths of time, her formations attainments would not be too poor. 

Master Wu was an expert. He could naturally perceive clumsiness at a glance. 

Honestly speaking, he really lacked this kind of people who knew the ropes under his charge to act as an 

assistant. This girlie just happened to be perfect. 

“Hey, your turn!” the girlie looked at Ye Yuan sneeringly and said. 

She was roughly as old as Ye Yuan and did not believe that Ye Yuan could casually set up such a Tier 5 

array formation. 



“Hurry up, don’t waste this old man’s time! This super transmission array is damaged very badly. We 

must complete some fundamental array formation repairs before the Tier 9 Array Emperor comes 

over!” Master Wu said impatiently. 

Witnessing the girlie’s methods, Master Wu did not think that Ye Yuan could reach this sort of level 

either. 

The Mystic Crystal Dipper Formation was a very profound Tier 5 array formation. Wanting to finish 

setting it up within ten breaths was indeed rather challenging for Tier 7 Array Masters. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and made his move like lightning! 

With this movement, Master Wu and the girlie’s gaze immediately sharpened! 

“This boy is intentionally provoking me, no? It’s actually the Mystic Crystal Dipper Formation too! This 

missus doesn’t believe that you can set it up even better than this missus!” The girlie was secretly 

displeased. 

But Ye Yuan’s performance disappointed her. 

Ten breaths! 

Just nice ten breaths of time, no more, no less. Ye Yuan similarly finished setting up the formation. 

Seeing Ye Yuan finish setting up the formation, Master Wu could not help being slightly dazed. 

Experts in arrays were the same as alchemists, all rare species. To be able to have such formations 

attainments at a young age was even rarer. 

He did not think that today he would see two of them all at once! 

The Mystic Crystal Dipper Formation which Ye Yuan set up was virtually identical with the girlie’s. Even 

the time was grasped just nice. 

This skill was not what ordinary people could accomplish. 

“Master Wu, done,” Ye Yuan said with a slight smile. 

“Ah! Good, very good! The two of you are both pretty good, really not bad! There’s a Tier 7 child-

formation over there that’s damaged very badly. Not many people here are qualified to take on the 

duty. The two of you go and give it a try. Keep in mind, if you encounter anything you don’t know, come 

and ask me. Don’t ruin the array formation,” Master Wu said. 

“Alright, Master Wu. We’ll get going.” Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said. 

“Hey, what are you walking so quickly for? Wait for me!” The girlie hurriedly chased after when she saw 

that Ye Yuan left. 

The girlie caught up to Ye Yuan and said with an unkind tone, “Hey, punk! Did you do it intentionally just 

now?” 

Ye Yuan acted dumb and said, “Intentionally? What does miss mean?” 



The girlie pursed her mouth and said, “Quit playing possum! Similarly Mystic Crystal Dipper Formation, 

likewise ten breaths. How can there be such a coincidental thing? Own up, did you go easy just now?” 

With Ye Yuan’s formations attainments, how could setting up a Tier 5 array formation require ten 

breaths of time? 

The reason why he did it was just that Ye Yuan did not wish to stand out too much. 

As long as he controlled it at ten breaths of time, Master Wu could not say anything. 

Ye Yuan still feigned ignorance and said, “Not at all. I already tried my best before barely managing to 

complete within ten breaths. Miss is overly sensitive.” 

The girlie blinked and said, “Is what you said true?” 

“Of course it’s true! The Mystic Crystal Dipper Formation isn’t an ordinary Tier 5 array formation; 

Completing within ten breaths, I already performed exceptionally well,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

The girlie thought about it and felt that it made sense too, and she said, “Makes sense! Just that old 

fellow earlier, setting up a Mystic Crystal Dipper Formation is probably around ten breaths time or so as 

well. Even if you’re any stronger, it’s impossible to surpass him too.” 

“That’s right! Alright, time is tight. We’d better not lose time and repair the array formation at once,” Ye 

Yuan said. 

The girlie was startled and revealed a look of panic in her eyes. She quickly nodded and said, “Oh, right, 

right, right, quickly repair the array formation!” 

This set of Tier 7 array formation was an utter piece of cake to Ye Yuan. 

That lass clearly had exceedingly high attainments in Formations Dao too. In less than an hour’s time, 

the two people finished repairing this Tier 7 child-formation. 

“Hehe, really couldn’t tell that you’re pretty impressive in array formations. To actually be able to keep 

up with this miss’s speed! I’m called Ding Shiyu, you?” 

“Ye Yuan.” 

“Ye Yuan? Really never heard before! This region’s famous Formations Dao geniuses, I know all. Never 

heard of your name before. Looks like experts walk among the masses!” Ding Shiyu thought for a long 

time and did not figure out who Ye Yuan was either. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “The Divine Realm is so large, how many people can you know? Alright, let’s 

report completion of the task to Master Wu.” 
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“What?! You guys already finished repairing? The two of you weren’t slipshod with the task, right?” 

Hearing Ye Yuan duo report completion of the task, Master Wu was startled until he raised his voice. 
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“Tch, how can a mere Tier 7 array formation stump this miss? If you don’t believe me, you can go and 

take a look,” Ding Shiyu said disdainfully. 

Master Wu really did not believe and immediately went to inspect the array formation the duo repaired. 

With this look, he could not help being greatly astonished once more. This Tier 7 child-formation was 

really restored perfectly. 

He looked at the duo somewhat not daring to believe it. Wasn’t this efficiency a little too high? 

“Tier 7 array formations are too simple. I say, Master Wu, can you give us more complicated array 

formations? This miss is still in a hurry!” Ding Shiyu said. 

“This … Can you repair Tier 8 array formations?” Master Wu said, rather uncertain. 

“Of course! Initial-stage Tier 8 array formations are definitely not a problem!” Ding Shiyu said with a 

proud look. 

Restoring array formations and setting up array formations was different. As long as one understood the 

principle and structure of Tier 8 array formations, Tier 7 Array Masters were able to do it. 

Ding Shiyu’s basics were very solid. Tier 7 array formations should have been thoroughly memorized in 

her heart long ago. She might really have dabbled in Tier 8 array formations. 

Master Wu thought about it, nodded his head, and said, “Fine then, Tier 8 Array Masters’ helpers are 

just kind of short right now. You go over there and help them.” 

Ding Shiyu smiled sweetly when she heard that. Giving Ye Yuan a smug look, she went over in the 

direction of that group of Tier 8 Array Masters. 

Ye Yuan could not help shaking his head and chuckling. This lass was clearly secretly contending with 

him. This was insisting on competing with him. 

That glance earlier was clearly saying: I can repair Tier 8 array formations, can you? 

After Ding Shiyu left, Master Wu asked rather weakly, “Can … you repair Tier 8 array formations too?” 

But Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a smile, “I can’t repair Tier 8 array formations. Master Wu, you 

go and work first. I’ll walk around and see where needs help.” 

Master Wu sighed in relief and said with a nod, “Alright, then you go around and take a look. There are 

still quite a number of Tier 7 array formations that require people to help. You see which place needs it, 

then go ahead yourself.” 

If Ye Yuan could repair Tier 8 array formations too, Master Wu would really have to find a hole in the 

ground to crawl into. 

Two little brats had this kind of strength. His many years of life was really wasted away. 

But regarding Ye Yuan’s strength, Master Wu was still very certain. Helping to repair Tier 7 array 

formations, Master Wu felt very safe, he did not plan on bothering about him either. 



Ding Shiyu already started work on this side. Tier 8 array formation, it was clearly much more strenuous 

on her. 

However, she still paid very close attention to the situation on Ye Yuan’s side. 

Seeing Master Wu come over alone, she still felt slightly disappointed. 

Since young, she had yet to encounter before an Array Master in the same age group who could 

contend with her. Therefore, meeting Ye Yuan today, her desire to prevail over others was stirred up 

too. 

Although she was rather confident in her formations ability, no idea why, she kept feeling that Ye Yuan 

held back to some extent. 

“Master Wu, why isn’t that Ye Yuan coming over?” Ding Shiyu could not help going forward to ask. 

Master Wu said, “He says that he can’t repair Tier 8 array formations, so I let him walk around by 

himself and see which place needs help, then he can go for it. With his strength, repairing array 

formations under Tier 8 shouldn’t be a problem.” 

Logically speaking, Ding Shiyu should be very happy right now. But don’t know why, Ding Shiyu felt that 

her interest was somewhat waning. 

The opponent must be comparable in strength and skill for it to be interesting. Finally managed to 

encounter an opponent, but it was this kind of conclusion. This made Ding Shiyu feel dull and bored. 

“Like that huh, then I’ll get to work,” Ding Shiyu said dejectedly. 

After Master Wu left, Ye Yuan started strolling all around by himself. Occasionally, when he saw that 

people needed help, he would go over and lend a hand. 

It was obviously not that he could not repair Tier 8 array formations, but what he wanted to repair were 

the Tier 9 array formations! 

It was just that rashly mentioning that he wanted to repair the Tier 9 array formations, Master Wu 

definitely would not agree. Therefore, he drove away Master Wu, but he himself slowly moved over 

towards the Tier 9 array formations there. 

“Really impressive, Little Brother! I’ve been doing for a long time here and didn’t figure it out either. You 

solved the problem the moment you came,” said a Tier 7 Array Master, raising a thumbs up to Ye Yuan. 

“This array formation’s array element is a bit confusing. Actually, figuring it out isn’t hard. You carry on, 

I’ll go over there and walk around,” Ye Yuan said. 

“Little Brother, over there is the Tier 9 array formations region already,” warned the Array Master. 

“En, I know. Tier 9 array formations are not so easy to encounter. I’ll go over and take a look,” Ye Yuan 

said with a smile. 

That Array Master nodded his head but was filled with admiration towards Ye Yuan in his heart. 

Look at that young man, so studious. No wonder he has such strength at a young age. 



The Tier 9 array formations’ area did not have a single person. Everyone was busy with their own work, 

and no one noticed Ye Yuan’s actions either. 

Apart from Ye Yuan, there would not be people overestimating their own strength to come and repair 

Tier 9 array formations either. 

A super transmission array’s Tier 9 array formations, speaking in terms of Formations Dao, it was not 

considered very hard. Initial-stage Array Emperors could repair them already. 

After comprehending the Array Formations Three Volumes, Ye Yuan’s attainments in formations Dao 

scaled new heights. Repairing this kind of array formations was naturally nothing difficult. 

Observing one round around the array formations, Ye Yuan already had a score in his heart about the 

structure of these array formations. 

Tier 9 array formations’ stability was still very strong. So the damage was not too severe. 

This super transmission array, the most serious damage were still those low-level array formations. 

This set of Tier 9 array formation, only a section of some small-scale array elements was ruined. It was 

just that these array elements’ structure was very complex and belonged to the scope of Tier 9 array 

formations. It was very hard for Tier 8 Array Masters to understand. 

But these were not a problem to Ye Yuan. Setting up such a large-scale array formation, he could not do 

it. But repairing this kind of small-scale array formations, it was still not a problem to him. 

Ye Yuan did not delay much either and directly started to repair these small-scale array elements. 

“Have you all seen Ye Yuan? Oh, he’s a young man, a little over 20 years old,” Master Wu asked. 

He encountered a troublesome Tier 7 array formation over at his side, but he could not handle it alone, 

so he thought of Ye Yuan. 

Even though Ye Yuan was very new to everyone, he was too young. Placed among this group of people, 

it was very obvious. 

“Oh, he said that he wanted to study Tier 9 array formations and went over there,” the Tier 7 Array 

Master that Ye Yuan helped previously said. 

Master Wu’s face turned black, and he said, “What nonsense! He, a measly little Tier 7 array formation, 

learning what Tier 9 array formation?” 

Master Wu’s figure moved, and he arrived at the Tier 9 array formations area very soon and saw a 

young figure bustling about over there. He immediately flew into a thunderous rage. 

“Ye Yuan, what are you doing?! You actually dare to touch the Tier 9 array formations without 

authorization! What if you break the array base, can you shoulder the responsibility? Quickly stop for 

me! If you still don’t stop, don’t blame me for not being courteous anymore!” 

Master Wu originally had a fiery temper. Upon seeing this sort of situation, he immediately flared up. 

This was a mission the City Lord passed to him. If he screwed it up, that would be terrible. 
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Master Wu’s roar startled everyone. Quite a number of people all put down the work in their hands and 

ran over to watch. 

The moment Ding Shiyu heard Ye Yuan, she immediately ran over. 

The moment she saw, she could not help jumping in fright. 

Ye Yuan was bustling about on the Tier 9 array formations and was actually repairing the array 

formations! 

“Come, men! Quickly come, men! Capture that punk for me!” Master Wu roared. 

Ding Shiyu beautiful eyes swiveled around, staring fixedly at Ye Yuan. 

Several city guards hastily rushed over when they heard Master Wu’s yell. 

Master Wu ordered, “Capture this brat for me. Break his legs first before talking!” 

Several city guards received the order and were just able to go forward, when they heard Ding Shiyu say, 

“Calm your anger, Master Wu. Look closely, that small-scale array element in Ye Yuan’s hand is almost 

finished repairing!” 

Master Wu was stupefied. Only then did he carefully observe the movements in Ye Yuan’s hands and 

could not help getting a huge shock. 

“Hold your horses! Hold your horses! W-Wait a while more!” 

Ye Yuan seemingly did not hear the racket below at all. He just restored the array formation at his own 

pace. 

Very soon, that array element in his hand was fully repaired finish. He did not remain and ran over to 

another array element place to start repairing. 

The expression on Master Wu’s face became incomparably fascinating. He looked at Ye Yuan’s back view 

like he saw a ghost. 

Although he could not repair Tier 9 array elements, whether the array elements were repaired or not, 

he could still discern it at one glance. 

Ye Yuan, he actually repaired the Tier 9 array element? 

“W-What kind of joke is this? This boy is merely at the Heaven Enlightenment Realm. He can actually 

repair Tier 9 array elements?” 

“Too impressive! This guy is simply a genius! How old is he only? To actually have such heaven-defying 

attainments in the Formations Dao!” 

“Heaven-defying! Too heaven-defying! Likely, even Grand Yan Divine King did not have such terrifying 

strength when he was at this age too, right? Could it be that this boy will be Grand Yan Divine King’s 

successor?” 
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Ye Yuan repairing a Tier 9 array element struck these array masters dumb with amazement. 

This kind of breathtaking performance made them involuntarily think of the Grand Yan Divine King, Lu 

Linfeng, and carry out a comparison between the two of them. 

Ding Shiyu bit her red lips lightly, her eyes were big and moist as if about to drip water out. 

“This guy, turns out that he completely feels it beneath his dignity to compete with me! He says that he 

didn’t know how to repair Tier 8 array formations was also because he was too disdainful to repair Tier 8 

array formations. The goal for coming in was totally for the Tier 9 array formations!” 

At this point, how could Ding Shiyu still not understand Ye Yuan’s objective? 

Ye Yuan was definitely in a hurry to leave too. So he deliberately sneaked inside for the sake of restoring 

this super transmission array. 

He, a Heaven Enlightenment Realm, saying that he wanted to repair Tier 9 array formations would 

definitely make people laugh their heads off. So he deliberately says to help, then take the chance when 

everyone was not paying attention to repair the Tier 9 array formations himself. 

This guy was truly too hateful! 

His strength was clearly formidable, but he intentionally tied with her. This was an insult to this young 

lady! 

Ye Yuan did not know that he had already been inexplicably hated by Ding Shiyu without rhyme or 

reason. 

“S-Still stoning there for what? All get your asses back for this old man! If you delay the restoration of 

the array formation, this old man will give you all a good one!” Master Wu boomed. 

Those array masters watching the show dispersed with a single command, each returning to their 

stations. 

When Master Wu looked at the Ye Yuan with his hands full, his gaze was filled with astonishment. 

After an hour, Ye Yuan finally could not hold on anymore and backed down. 

He wiped the sweat on his forehead and said helplessly, “Restoring Tier 9 array elements really 

consumes essence energy! Even with my essence energy recovery speed, it’s actually a bit too much for 

me.” 

Setting up the grand array naturally needed to expend massive amounts of essence energy too. 

Otherwise, with Ye Yuan’s strength, wouldn’t setting up Tier 9 array formations be easily accomplished? 

Even if it was a measly little Tier 9 array element, the essence energy expended was rather considerable 

too. 

“Ah! Master Wu, really sorry about it! This Ye is in a hurry to leave too, so that’s why I resorted to this 

plan. Please don’t take offense!” Ye Yuan said with an apologetic look. 



Master Wu’s face flushed crimson red. Being called a master by a person who could repair tier 9 array 

elements, how could he live up to it?! 

“Don’t, don’t, don’t, in ... in front of you, how can I dare to be ‘master,’ this word? That ... M-Master Ye, 

this Tier 9 array formation ...” Master Wu hurriedly said. 

Ye Yuan naturally understood his meaning. Nodding, he said with a smile, “This Ye’s cultivation realm is 

too low. The repair speed is a little slow. Give me a day’s time, these Tier 9 array formations should all 

be able to be repaired finish.” 

Master Wu’s eyes became wide-saucers as he muttered, “A ... A day?” 

What kind of joke of was? Even if Tier 9 Array Emperors were invited over from Dawn Heavenly Palace, 

it was also not possible for them to finish repairing these Tier 9 Array formations within a day. 

Ye Yuan actually said that he only needed a day’s time? 

And this ... was even slow? 

Master Wu was really speechless. The words that a monster say would really make ordinary people 

breakdown! 

“En, a day’s time, should be about there. Master Wu, I’ll recover for a while first.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan swallowed a medicinal pill and went to one side to recover essence energy. 

Before long, Ye Yuan was brimming with essence energy once more and returned to repairing the array 

formations. 

Master Wu followed in Ye Yuan’s footsteps, seemingly having some words that he found hard to speak 

out. 

Ye Yuan said in puzzlement, “Does Master Wu have something you want to tell this Ye?” 

“P-Please stop calling me master. This old man is Wu Junran. Master Ye, you just call me by my name 

directly will do. That ... That ... Master Ye, when you’re repairing the array elements, can you let this Wu 

observe by the side?” Master Wu said bashfully. 

Formations were the same as alchemy, both with secretly learning from a master being a taboo. 

Observing the repairs of array elements at the sides undoubtedly had some suspicions of stealing 

secrets. 

Ye Yuan was stunned, but he said magnanimously, “No harm. If Master Wu wants to look, just observe 

by the sides.” 

“Ah! T-Thank you so much, Master Ye!” Wu Junran gave a deep bow to Ye Yuan. 

The martial artist world, those who reached first served as teachers. 

Wu Junran’s formations attainments could not compare to Ye Yuan’s. Learning from him was also 

something very natural, nothing to be ashamed about. 



On the contrary, Wu Junran’s strength being lacking, that would be looked down upon by people! 

To a Tier 8 array master, he wanted to become an Array Emperor powerhouse even in his dreams. Such 

a splendid opportunity, how could he miss it? 

Even the Array Emperor powerhouse who hailed from the Dawn Heavenly Palace would not possibly let 

him observe the restoration of the array formations at close quarters too. 

In comparison, Ye Yuan was much more generous. 

Ye Yuan did not have any taboo areas regarding this. He and Wu Junran did not have any conflicts of 

interests at all. Even if he really succeeded in stealing secrets, with Wu Junran’s comprehension abilities, 

it was impossible to catch up to him in this lifetime too. 

Therefore, what harm was there in allowing him to learn a little? 

Cherishing one’s own old broomstick, that was all something that only those people without confidence 

would do. 

Observing Ye Yuan repair the array elements at close-range, the shock in Wu Junran’s heart became 

even more intense. 

When this super transmission array was being set up, he was there. When those Tier 9 Array Emperors 

were setting up the array formations, he had naturally seen before from far away too. 

But those Tier 9 Array Emperors’ skills were actually not as proficient as Ye Yuan’s! 

This Master Ye was too formidable! 
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For an entire day, Ye Yuan virtually spent it swamped with work. 

Repairing Tier 9 array formations was also a tremendous challenge to him. His essence energy was 

depleted fully several times, then replenished back through medicinal pills again. 

This kind of intensity made Wu Junran unbelievably speechless from watching. 

But Ye Yuan did not brag. He only used less than a day’s time to finish repairing all of the super 

transmission array’s Tier 9 array formations! 

“Done!” 

Along with the final array element being fully restored, Ye Yuan felt rather excited too. Finally leaving 

this place. 

“Master Ye is truly a genius! Even if a Tier 9 Array Emperor was here, it’s not possible to do it better than 

Master too!” Wu Junran gasped in admiration. 1 

This entire day’s time, he constantly followed by Ye Yuan’s side just like an apprentice. Once in a while, 

he would even help as Ye Yuan’s assistant. 
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As a Tier 8 Array Master, how long has it been since Wu Junran had this kind of feeling? 

But this one day’s time, Wu Junran learned a lot by Ye Yuan’s side. Some areas he did not understand, 

he would pose questions to Ye Yuan. And Ye Yuan would never keep it all to himself either, explaining 

these problems to him. 

The more Wu Junran listened, the more terrified he got. In the end, he was even more in awe of Ye 

Yuan. 

“Fortunately, this grand array’s core formation’s damage wasn’t severe. Otherwise, I would be at a loss 

on what to do as well. Master Wu, now that the grand array is already repaired finish, I wonder if this Ye 

can be the first group to leave or not?” 

“Can, of course can! Not only can Master Ye be the first batch to leave, but the fees for passing through 

this transmission array can also be waived directly!” Wu Junran said. 

Each time the transmission array was activated, the earth essence crystals expended was not little. 

Each person who rode the transmission array had to pay a considerable fee. 

But with Ye Yuan’s contributions, Wu Junran naturally could not let him pay anymore. 

“Hey, hey, and me! Master Wu, this young lady contributed quite a bit of effort!” 

At this time, the other damaged array formations were already repaired finish too. Probably receiving Ye 

Yuan’s stimulation, Ding Shiyu restored the array formations like crazy and indeed contributed quite a 

bit of effort. 

Wu Junran laughed and said, “Huhu, that is, of course!” 

Finishing with some preparation work, Yi Sea City announced to everybody that the super transmission 

array was opening up anew. 

This news made everyone all feel very surprised. They had already made the preparations to stop over 

in Yi Sea City for a period of time. Did not expect that they only used a few day’s time to finish repairing. 

The first batch of 300 people already entered the super transmission array one after another. When the 

transmission array activated, Ye Yuan and Ding Shiyu were naturally among them too. 

“Didn’t they say that the Tier 9 Array Emperor had not reached Yi Sea City yet? How was this array 

formation fixed?” 

“I heard that it was a young man a little over the age of 20 who finished repairing it!” 

“A young man slightly over 20? You have got to be kidding! Hair hasn’t even grown fully yet, and he can 

repair a super transmission array?” 

“I originally didn’t believe either. But someone personally saw Master Wu who was presiding over the 

array formation’s restoration following behind that young man, calling him as a master time and again.” 



This first batch of people already waited for a number of days. They were naturally burning with anxiety. 

They also each displayed remarkable abilities to inquire about the transmission array’s restoration 

progress rate. 

But hearing that this super transmission array was actually repaired by a youngster, each and every one 

of them were incomparably stunned too. 

These words naturally landed in Ding Shiyu’s and Ye Yuan’s ears. Ding Shiyu involuntarily looked towards 

Ye Yuan but discovered that Ye Yuan had a perfectly calm and collected face as if he did not have any 

relation with what others were talking about at all. 

Ding Shiyu could not help being slightly amazed in her heart. Other people were praising him by the 

side, and he actually did not have even a bit of a smug look. 

This sort of bearing was completely not like what a young man should have. 

If it were her, she would more or less be a bit pleased with herself at this time. And this sort of feeling 

would naturally be shown on her face too. 

Wu Junran originally planned to personally come and see Ye Yuan off but was rejected by Ye Yuan. 

Wu Junran coming to see him off personally, these people would definitely know that the one who 

repaired the transmission array was him. He did not wish to be sized up non-stop by people with eyes 

like he was a freak. 

Moreover, this trip to the Chaotic Devil Sea, best to prioritize keeping a low-profile above all. 

After all, the Chaotic Devil Sea’s danger was far from what other places could compare to. 

The super transmission array slowly activated. The array formation erupted with a dazzling light. 

Right then, a wave of hubbub suddenly emitted from outside. 

Boom! 

The guard who watched over the transmission array was directly sent flying by someone. A figure 

dashed inside. 

“Miss, quickly come out! You running away from home secretly, Master is greatly enraged and wants 

you to return at once!” that person saw Ding Shiyu in the crowd with one glance and shouted loudly. 

But the transmission array already activated at this time. That person was completely unable to stop it. 

Ding Shiyu made a funny face at that person and said delightedly, “Humph! You tell grandfather, I, Ding 

Shiyu, can also make my mark without relying on the family!” 

Finished talking, the transmission array erupted with rays of brilliant light. The 300 people inclusive of 

Ding Shiyu and Ye Yuan instantly vanished from sight. 

When that middle-aged man saw Ding Shiyu leave just like this, he stomped his feet in anger. 

“Didn’t they say that Yi Sea City’s super transmission array was broken? Why was it fixed so quickly! No 

matter how I rushed, I was still a step late! Sigh!” 



Once the transmission array activated, the next activation required waiting until three days after. 

In three days, Ding Shiyu would have run to goodness knows where long ago. 

… 

Ten days later, a group of trade caravans with dozens of people were advancing along a narrow, winding 

trail. 

Each and every one among the trade caravans was fully armed to the teeth, akin to facing a great 

enemy. 

These martial artists among the trade caravans, each and every one looked very intrepid. Looks like their 

combat power were all not weak. 

At this time, the trade caravans already entered the Chaotic Devil Sea’s boundary. Starting from here, 

they would have to deal with dangers coming from all sides at any time. 

“Elder Brother Liu, I heard that this route isn’t very peaceful recently. There are already quite a few 

trade caravans that were gobbled up until not even bones remained. This trip, we got to be more 

careful!” 

“Don’t worry, Owner Yan. Our Green Sea Mercenary Group is Luo Ding City’s strongest mercenary 

group, not one of! With us around, you can feel at ease!” 

“With the Green Sea Mercenary Group, this Yan naturally feels safe. If not for so, I wouldn’t have spent a 

large sum to invite Elder Brother Liu either. It’s just that the things being transported this time is too 

important. This Yan has no choice but to be more careful!” 

“Owner Yan is overthinking it! The other trade caravans being annihilated was either because the 

strength of the mercenary groups they employed were lacking, or the trade caravans were unable to see 

through an obvious situation. Our two families have cooperated for many years. We naturally won’t 

make that kind of mistake.” 

These two people talking, one was the owner of the trade caravans called Yan Jun. The other was the 

leader of Luo Ding City’s Green Sea Mercenary Group called Liu Yusheng. 

Luo Ding City was the nearest city away from the Chaotic Devil Sea, and also a communication bridge 

between the Chaotic Devil Sea and the outside world. 

The Chaotic Devil Sea needed large quantities of goods and materials. All of it flowed into it from places 

like Luo Ding City. 

Due to the Chaotic Devil Sea being very chaotic, it had its own set of survival rules. Therefore, some 

merchants did this sort of high-risk transactions like Yan Jun this kind. 

But the Chaotic Devil Sea was very dangerous. These merchants would naturally hire some mercenary 

group as well to ensure safety. 

The Green Sea Mercenary Group was a powerful mercenary group second to none in Luo Ding City. 
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Yan Yusheng was a Ninth Level Heaven Enlightenment martial artist. Speaking in terms of this tiny little 

Luo Ding City, he was already very powerful. 

Apart from him, the Green Sea Mercenary Group’s martial artists were all veterans of a hundred battles 

too. All of their strengths were not ordinary. 

Luo Ding City’s mercenary groups’ primary missions were to escort trade caravans into the Chaotic Devil 

Sea. 

Accumulating year after year, mercenary groups able to survive were all those with very formidable 

strength. 

But for so many years, the trade caravans that frequently take this path, they would generally bribe 

some of the major and minor forces on the way. 

These small forces in the Chaotic Devil Sea were also merely in order to seize some cultivation 

resources. 

As long as these trade caravans were generous enough, they would not exterminate everyone either. 

To these small forces, the trade caravans were like chives they were growing. After growing for some 

time, they would cut some to eat. 

It was just that the situation recently seemed to have had some changes. Two or three trade caravan 

teams previously disappeared on this route incomprehensibly, without leaving behind even a trace. 

Therefore, the merchants were all on tenterhooks during this period of time. 

Yan Jun took on a huge deal this time. In order to earn this sum of money, he did not stint to spend a 

very high price on hiring the Green Sea Mercenary Group. 

At present, in a horse carriage of the trade caravans, a woman was holding a five to six years old little 

girl in her arms, her eyes filled with lovingness. 

“Master Ye, really thank you so much this time! My daughter’s ailment has constantly been tormenting 

her since birth. We’ve invited many alchemists before who were all unable to treat her illness. If not for 

running into Master Ye, my little girl probably wouldn’t be long for this world!” the woman said 

gratefully. 

This woman’s name was called Lin Shuang. She was precisely Yan Jun’s lawfully wedded wife. And that 

little girl in her arms was naturally their daughter. 

The Master Ye in Lin Shuang’s words was obviously the Ye Yuan who came far away from Yi Sea City. 

Passing through several places, Ye Yuan finally went to Luo Ding City. 

The outside world did not have transmission arrays that led directly to the Chaotic Devil Sea. So, wanting 

to enter the Chaotic Devil Sea, one must enter by foot. 
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In places like the Chaotic Devil Sea, moving alone drew too much of people’s attention. Those martial 

artists did not care who you were. Murdering and seizing treasures was a frequent thing. 

Although the Chaotic Devil Sea’s borders did not have many high-level martial artists either, Ye Yuan did 

not fear those people. But this way, it would be a lot more troublesome. 

As it happened, Yan Jun’s trade caravan needed an alchemist and just happened to be recruiting from 

the outside world. Ye Yuan came forward of his own accord to offer his services. 

Even though Yan Jun’s remuneration was very high, nobody accepted the offer at all. 

Alchemists’ combat strengths were very weak. Following trade caravans into the Chaotic Devil Sea was 

no different from committing suicide. 

Alchemists’ statuses in Luo Ding City was very high. But those who genuinely dared to enter the Chaotic 

Devil Sea were a scant few. 

Ye Yuan did not have a high-level alchemist’s badge. When he came to accept the employment offer, it 

could not dispense with a series of eye-rolling. But with his strength, after he displayed his skills slightly, 

it thoroughly convinced Yan Jun. 

Yan Jun’s daughter was called Yan Ling. When she was still in swaddling clothes, she was once captured 

away by a Chaotic Devil Sea’s expert, who used special means to injure her meridians. 

Back then, Yan Jun spent an enormous price before ransoming his daughter back from the other party’s 

hands. 

But he never would have thought that his daughter, who was ransomed back, would actually end up like 

this. 

But that martial artist who abducted Yan Ling was well-renowned in this border-zone of the Chaotic 

Devil Sea. Even Liu Yusheng did not dare to provoke either. 

Helpless, he could only invite alchemists with a king’s ransom to come and extend his daughter’s life. 

Except, that person’s methods were extremely profound. These few years, the earth essence crystals 

Yan Jun expended went beyond tens of millions. But Yan Ling’s body went steadily downhill. 

This time, because of some special reason, Yan Jun husband and wife had no choice but to bring their 

daughter along. But no alchemist was willing to follow their trade caravan. With no other choice, Yan 

Jun was forced to recruit an alchemist in Luo Ding City. 

Coincidentally, Ye Yuan just happened to be thinking of ways to enter the Chaotic Devil Sea at this time. 

After seeing the recruitment, he took the initiative to join in. 

“Big Brother Ye Yuan, you’re really remarkable! When I grow up, I want to be an alchemist like you too, 

and become a master looked up to by tens of thousands!” Yan Ling looked at Ye Yuan in admiration and 

said. 

Under Ye Yuan’s treatment, Yan Ling’s mental state was already much better. Compared to the pale and 

sickly appearance from before, it was simply akin to two different people. 



Ye Yuan rubbed Yan Ling’s small head fondly and said with a smile, “Ling-er is naturally gifted with 

exceptional intelligence. In the future, you’ll definitely be a remarkable alchemist!” 

Yan Ling’s bright eyes lit up, and she said in delight, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, are you telling the truth?” 

“Of course it’s true. When has Big Brother Ye Yuan lied to you before?” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan was really not teasing Yan Ling to make happy. This little girl was of the Innate Woodspirit 

Physique, a natural alchemist. 

To alchemists, the most important was fire control and soul force. And the Innate Woodspirit Physique 

had a natural affinity with flames, possessing an inherent advantage in the path of fire control that 

others were unable to compare to. 

But Yan Ling’s family was just passerby in his life. He naturally would not express too much. 

However, when Yan Ling heard it, she jumped up happily. “Yay! Yay! Wait until Ling-er is as incredible as 

Big Brother Ye Yuan, I’ll definitely treat everybody’s sickness and not let them be tormented like Ling-

er.” 

Ye Yuan was slightly stunned. He did not think that a little child could actually say this kind of words. 

Although these words were very childish, it was a noble aspiration. It should also be the life-long goal of 

an alchemist. 

For a five-year-old little girl to be able to say this kind of words, it could be seen how painfully she was 

tormented these few years. 

Even Ye Yuan got a huge shock when he first laid eyes on Yan Ling. A little girl like this could actually live 

to five years old. This was simply a miracle. 

One had to know that an infant’s meridians had yet to form and were also very fragile. 

Although that person’s methods were extremely profound, it also virtually ruined Yan Ling’s vitality. 

Logically speaking, it was even considered a miracle for Yan Ling to be able to live for a year. 

Along with the increase in age, Yan Ling’s meridians would slowly grow. But this process intensified Yan 

Ling’s agony even more. 

If not for running into Ye Yuan, Yan Ling would be dead for sure. 

Even Ye Yuan was very cautious when treating Yan Ling too, not daring to make the slightest mistake. 

“Huhu, Ling-er can definitely do it!” Ye Yuan encouraged with a laugh. 

Lin Shuang patted Yan Ling’s back and said with tender lovingness, “Go find your father to play. Mother 

still has some words to say with your Big Brother Ye Yuan.” 

“En!” Yan Ling nodded her head obediently and crawled out of the carriage. 

After Yan Ling left, Lin Shuang’s expression became solemn as she said, “Master Ye, I know that it’s 

rather brusque, but I still have a matter that I wish to request of you!” 



Regarding Lin Shuang’s behavior, Ye Yuan was not very surprised. He said, “Madam Yan is worried that 

this trip won’t go smoothly and want to entrust Ling-er to me?” 

Lin Shuang froze. She did not think that Ye Yuan actually saw through her thoughts already. She nodded 

her head at once and said, “The owners of those two trade caravans who went missing, us husband and 

wife are very familiar with them. They were both very cautious people. They’ve already traveled on this 

route for many years and had never gotten into any trouble. Didn’t expect that this time, they finally ...” 
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“Since Madam knows that this trip is dangerous, why would you still want to do this transaction with 

Owner Yan?” Ye Yuan asked curiously. 

Even though travel trading like them carried their heads on their waistbands in the first place, it was 

actually not as dangerous as others imagine in normal times. 

Bribe what was expected, and they could live. Unless they really offended those people badly, 

otherwise, they would not viciously kill. 

Especially Yan Jun this kind, he was even more of a veteran of this route. His connections and resources 

naturally need not be said. Or else, it would be very hard to hire the Green Sea Mercenary Group too. 

If this trip was truly dangerous, Yan Jun did not have the need to wade into this messy situation. 

No matter how the goods were, it was not as valuable as one’s life either. 

Lin Shuang’s expression dimmed when she heard that and said, “Since we’re going on this trip, we 

naturally have a reason for making this trip. Don’t ask anymore, Master Ye.” 

Ye Yuan said, “Like this huh, it was this Ye Yuan who was rash.” 

Since Yan Jun was delivering these goods and even brought his whole family, this trip was definitely 

even more important than their lives. 

“Master Ye, Lin Shuang beseech you. If we encounter any danger, can you bring Ling-er and leave first? 

Don’t worry, even if us husband and wife die, we’ll also carve out a bloody road for you and Ling-er,” Lin 

Shuang said resolutely. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Maybe Madam is worrying too much. There wasn’t much danger this trip? 

But since Madam said so, this Ye will comply with your wishes.” 

Innate Woodspirit Physique, that was an extremely rare spirit physique. 

Even Ye Yuan had his heart moved due to the appreciation of talent. 

Lin Shuang was overjoyed when she heard that and said, “Then Ling-er will be entrusted to Master Ye!” 

After Lin Shuang left, Ye Yuan’s expression darkened slightly too. 

Everyone’s atmosphere was rather odd. Ye Yuan had clearly detected it long ago. 
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More importantly, Ye Yuan’s perception was much more acute compared to ordinary people. In truth, 

ever since they entered the Chaotic Devil Sea’s area, Ye Yuan had become aware that there was 

someone staring at them. 

Such a large caravan team entering the Chaotic Devil Sea, not being targeted by people was impossible. 

But the strength of the person shadowing was a bit too high. 

Plop! 

Plop! 

Two crashing sounds came from outside one after another. Following that, it became a mess. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he also got down the carriage. 

Not far away, two dead bodies laid on the ground. Liu Yusheng and Yan Jun, the two of them revealed 

solemn expressions on their faces. 

“Master Ye came! Quickly let Master Ye take a look. The two of them died so oddly, without any wounds 

on their bodies. How did they die?” seeing Ye Yuan come over, someone hurriedly said. 

When Yan Jun saw Ye Yuan, he hurriedly came forward to give a bow as well, saying, “Master Ye, these 

two brothers had no illnesses or diseases. Just now, they were walking perfectly fine, how come they 

passed away?” 

Ye Yuan did not speak. Going up and inspecting the two dead bodies a little, he said with a sigh, “The 

two of them were hit by other people’s ambush long ago. Only all the way until now did it show effect.” 

These two people were members of the Green Sea Mercenary Group. Ye Yuan naturally would not 

diagnose each person once. 

Yan Jun’s expression changed when he heard that and said, “This ... These two brothers ate and lived 

together with us. When did they get hit by an ambush?” 

Along the way, the vast majority of the time was spent in the wilderness. Everyone was together too. To 

be able to ambush these two people without a sound, how formidable did their strength have to be? 

Liu Yusheng frowned and said, “These two brothers were sent out for a period of time yesterday. Is it 

possible that ... they were stabbed in the back by someone during that period of time?” 

This sort of delivery journey was not much different from fighting in a war. Sending two people out to 

scout for a path, and to see if there were any movements, this was something perfectly normal. 

But they did not expect that the excursion caused them to lose their lives. 

“These two brothers’ strengths were not weak. They were both Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial 

artists. If they were ambushed by people, it’s not possible to have zero reaction, right?” Yan Jun’s 

expression was slightly grim as he said. 

“Only two kinds of possibility! One is that they were poisoned by people unknowingly. Second is that the 

strength of the person who ambushed them was way higher than theirs!” 



While talking, Liu Yusheng looked towards Ye Yuan, clearly seeking his opinion. 

Ye Yuan was the only alchemist in the trading caravans. He naturally had the greatest right to speak. 

But he saw Ye Yuan shake his head and said, “Neither!” 

Seeing everyone’s puzzlement, Ye Yuan squatted down and lightly pressed a few times on one of the 

dead bodies. Then his palm force abruptly spat out. A black color little thing suddenly tunneled out from 

the skin. 

Seeing this scene, everyone could not help being struck with terror. 

At this point, how could everyone still be unaware that what made these two people lose their lives was 

this black color tiny thing! 

After the small black bug crawled out from the skin, it turned into a stream of light with a whiz, wanting 

to escape. 

“Where are you running!” But Liu Yusheng was long prepared. A burst of force suddenly fired out and 

just happened to score a hit on the small bug. 

Liu Yusheng extended a hand and clutched, grabbing the small bug in his hand. 

Looking closely, this small bug was merely the size of a soybean. It did not appear to have any 

extraordinary aspect, but it actually claimed two lives. 

“What the hell kind of bug is this? To actually be so formidable?” Liu Yusheng said with a grave face. 

“This bug is called Heart Devouring Bug, specially raised with martial artists’ blood and essence. It can 

bore into the body through the martial artist’s skin and arrive straight at the heart through the 

meridians, infesting within the martial artist’s heart and devouring the heart’s blood essence. And this 

process, the martial artist would only have some pain like being bitten by a mosquito; extremely hard to 

discover. If one were careless, they would succumb to it,” Ye Yuan said. 

Everyone’s expressions changed when they heard that. This small bug was totally impossible to guard 

against! 

Even if the martial artist heightened their vigilance, it was also not possible to focus attention from 

morning till night either. 

As long as one slightly relaxed a little, wouldn’t they die without rhyme or reason? 

“This tiny bug is actually so formidable?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “It’s even more incredible than you imagine! Leader Liu, better throw it away. 

Your blow just now shouldn’t be sufficient to cause death! It’s currently in a state of suspended 

animation. When you loosen up, it might just come and give you a bite.” 

Liu Yusheng’s countenance suddenly changed, his entire person nearly jumped up, and he instinctively 

threw away the Heart Devouring Bug in his hand. 



Right then, a cold light flashed. Ye Yuan drew his sword directly to split the Heart Devouring Bug into 

two-halves. 

With this, it was deader than dead. 

“Although I didn’t use full strength just now, I also used 30%-40% power. This little bug can actually still 

survive?” Liu Yusheng said with lingering fear in his heart. 

Ye Yuan said, “I already said, it’s even more impressive than you imagine! The most terrifying thing 

about Heart Devouring Bugs is not that it kills people imperceptibly, but ... Heart Devouring Bug 

Swarm!” 

Everyone sucked in a mouthful of cold air. Hearing the meaning in Ye Yuan’s words, the matter was not 

as simple as imagined! 

“This Heart Devouring Bug can not only devour blood essence, but it also has extremely high immunity 

towards essence energy attacks as well. Therefore, that move of Leader Liu’s just now is completely 

unable to cause death. Can’t feel anything with just one or two, but if the numbers go up, that would 

really be called truly impossible to guard against,” Ye Yuan said. 

As if confirming Ye Yuan’s words, everyone suddenly heard a series of buzzing sounds. 

Immediately after, tiny black bugs that blotted out the skies and covered the earth swarmed over 

towards the trade caravans from all directions. 


